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Dax Shepard and Kristen Bell

This adorable couple, who married in 2013, shared a sweet kiss
on the red carpet at the 2011 Vh1 Do Something Awards. They
have a baby girl named Lincoln and recently announced that
they're expecting their second child. Photo: Tina Gill / PR
Photos
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Paula Patton and Robin Thicke

Thicke  attempted  to  win  back  his  estranged  wife  with  an
emotional ballad off of his new album. "Get Her Back" is



dripping with grovel as the crooner begs his ex to forgive him
after his cheating scandal. Photo: David Gabber / PR Photos
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Casper Smart and Jennifer Lopez

They might not be a couple anymore, but this former pair
brought beauty and elegance to the Golden Globes with their
matching white outfits. Of course, Lopez shines no matter what
she's wearing! Photo: Andrew Evans / PR Photos
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Ellen DeGeneres and Portia de Rossi

Both  of  these  lovely  ladies  have  written  books  that  give
insight into the struggles they've had to face. The funny lady
wrote about coming out in Hollywood and her career as an
actress, host, and comedian, while her wife wrote about her



journey to overcome anorexia and bulimia. Photo: Andrew Evans
/ PR Photos
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Channing Tatum and Jenna Dewan-Tatum

Since their fairytale began on the set of 'Step Up' in 2006,
the couple has given everyone hope for a chance of true love.
The way the dance together and act together is enough to make
your heart melt. The gorgeous pair is now happily married with
a beautiful daughter named Everly. Photo: Andrew Evans / PR
Photos
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Mariah Carey
Always  known  for  living  big,  Carey  not  only  had  twins,
Moroccan and Monroe, at the age of 42, but they were born on
April 30 -- Carey and husband Nick Cannon’s third wedding
anniversary! To celebrate the special occasion, the couple



renewed their wedding vows in the hospital with help from Rev.
Al Sharpton. But the pregnancy wasn't easy. She suffered a
miscarriage  in  2008,  followed  by  acupuncture  and  hormone
treatments to boost fertility before getting pregnant. Mariah
Carey and Nick Cannon. Photo: Juan Rico/Fame Pictures
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Gilles Marini, ‘Switched at Birth’

“In Casablanca, the chemistry was amazing!” Photo courtesy of
Ford Warriors in Pink.
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The Sam Brocato Salon is located in New York’s fabulous Soho
neighborhood at 42 Wooster Street.
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Christina Milian
“Oh gosh, my favorite love song? I know a lot of heartbreak
songs, but I like ‘Drunken Love.’” Photo: David Gabber / PR
Photos
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Berenice S. Rothenberg is a Certified Clinical Electrologist
and an FEDH Licensed Cosmetologist. She has been offering
premier electrolysis services, along with skincare and laser
treatments, for over 42 years with her current location set in
Manhattan.
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Tatyana Ali



“I might go hang out with my girlfriends. If you have a group
of  girls  and  everyone  is  single,  buy  champagne  and  do
everything  you  would  do  on  a  date,  but  do  it  with  your
girlfriends who you absolutely love!” Photo: Andrew Evans / PR
Photos
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Jessica Biel and Justin Timberlake

With the actress’s luscious lips and the sexy singer’s sultry
eyes, there’s no way their kid would fall short of beautiful.
Hopefully,  JT’s  dance  moves  can  carry  over  to  the  next
generation too! Photo: GG/FameFlyNet


